
Propine is licensed by the Monetary Authority of Singapore, audited, 
insured, and ISO 27001 certified. We provide a suite of institutional grade, 
trusted and scalable solutions that caters to all digital assets including 
digital securities, cryptocurrencies, stable coins, NFTs and fiat.

Through our AML and KYC Compliance service, we ensure that you stay 
compliant with regulations, manage and mitigate compliance risks while 
allowing customers to be onboarded safely and efficiently, each time. 
Besides, our fiat custody and escrow services will ensure your moneys are 
kept safe with regulated banks globally while improving the convenience of 
interaction with your bank without having to leave our platform.
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Digital Custody

Digital Securities Solutions

ProTectTM – Security First, Everything Next
At the core of the Propine’s solution is ProTectTM, a one-stop, fully
integrated digital asset custody platform that supports all major
blockchains and tokens. Our institutional-grade solution provides
highest levels of certified security, compliance and granular governance policies for safeguarding multiple 
asset classes including digital securities, cryptocurrencies, stable coins, NFTs and Fiat while ensuring 
ease of access to your digital assets in our custody.

ProTectTM stands unique because it enables our customers just to focus on their businesses, leaving the 
rest with us.

DASHTM
This white label Tech-as-a-Service (TaaS) platform facilitates digital 
asset primary issuance. The solution manages and transfers digital 
securities seamlessly with selection of right blockchain and supports 
the development of smart contracts including lifecycle events and issue 
authentication service.

PropSSTM
Our securities services platform takes care of all corporate actions and 
income distribution for digital securities under custody. The integration 
with middle and back offices for accounting improves control, 
transparency and  convenience.

Through robust system of pre-trade checks, post-trade processing and 
reporting, the platform facilitates secondary trading settlement 
efficiently through APIs with regulated exchanges. In addition, the 
platform provides reports on portfolio and advanced analytics based on 
historical transactions.
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Crypto Management Solutions
CryptTradeTM
This platform allows you to trade all pairs of supported tokens/coins 
between each other, as well as to and from FIAT, for these supported 
tokens/coins via our partners that we have incorporated into the Propine 
ecosystem. We are constantly expanding the number of tokens/coins to 
cater to the ever-evolving needs of our customers.

DeFi-nityTM
DeFi-nityTM is your regulated window into the DeFi world. With just one 
click away, this income generation platform allows you to safely connect 
with yield-generating solution providers in facilitating returns from 
cryptocurrency deposits through staking, borrowing & lending as well as 
other forms of liquidity mining.
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CryptClearTM
This institutional-grade Instant Settlement Network (ISN) platform provides real-time transactions of various 
digital assets and fiat at any scale. This allows you to instantly transfer digital assets and fiat with hundreds of 
network members and take advantage of the crypto market’s volatility within a regulated walled-garden 
environment. The network is constantly growing with new participants, making it the most effective way to move 
large amounts while removing credit risk.
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Key Personel

Tuhina Singh - CEO and Co-Founder
In a career spanning over 18 years, Tuhina has made markets for institutional investors in 
several asset classes, set up derivatives trading desk for a private Indian bank from 
scratch and successfully led the implementation of Calypso for a bank treasury before 
becoming an active participant in the Singapore crypto space from 2015. Having 
graduated as a computer engineer from the prestigious BITS Pilani and then an MBA 
from the premier Indian Institute of Management, Lucknow, Tuhina, is the CEO and 
co-founder of Propine, backed by well-regarded institutional investors in Singapore.

Wong Liang Zan - CTO and Co-Founder
The Chief Technology Officer and co-founder of Propine, Zan has over 20 years of 
experience in building scalable enterprise software solutions with high performing 
teams. With a wealth of experience in both startups and enterprises, Zan is well-versed 
in scaling teams from startups to enterprises. The previous two startups where Zan led 
his respective teams had extremely successful exits with Urban Fox being acquired by 
Keppel T&T whilst Dropsuite was listed on the Australian Stock Exchange. He holds an 
electrical engineering degree from the National University of Singapore.

Suresh Gopal - COO
Suresh is Chief Operating Officer of Propine with extensive asset servicing experience in 
the financial services industry. During his tenure at State Street Corporation, Suresh held 
executive positions in Operations, Information Technology, Product, Project and Program 
Management, and Governance. He has led and has been involved in the development and 
implementation of complex market and product expansion strategies across both APAC and 
Europe. Suresh has Master of Business Administration (International Business) from the 
University of New England and a Graduate Diploma in Information Technology from the 
University of Southern Queensland and is also a Graduate Member of the Australian 
Institute of Company Directors.

Sanjay Menon - Chief Information and Security Officer
Sanjay Menon is Chief information Security Officer of Propine and is responsible for the 
company’s initiatives in DevSecOps, Threat Detection and Response along with Audit and 
Compliance. Sanjay comes with more than two decades of experience in information 
security and has held senior roles across multiple Information Security and Technology Risk 
domains in organisations like Deutsche Bank, J.P. Morgan, State Street, Mercedez-Benz and 
Symantec. Sanjay holds a Masters degree in information Security from Royal Holloway, 
University of London and is a qualified CISSP.

Malachy Kirwan - Director–Operations
Malachy Kirwan comes with an extensive asset servicing experience in the financial 
services industry. This experience was developed at State Street Corporation and Goldman 
Sachs over 14 years where Malachy held positions in client service and operations, covering 
fund accounting, custody and middle office services. Over this time Malachy has serviced 
both traditional and alternate asset classes. Malachy has a Bachelor of Arts (Hons) Degree 
from Dublin City University.

Luis Lage - Senior Manager-Operations
Luis Lage has joined Propine as Senior Manager of Operations. In his role, he is responsible 
for running the daily operations. Luis has over 15 years of experience in the financial 
services industry in operations and project management roles in organisations like State 
Street Bank, Capita Life and Pensions and Royal Bank of Canada.
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